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"Grace Slick got it all wrong,"
said Alan Tannenbaum. He
made the statement one day in
April, while I was visiting his
home in Chelmsford,
Massachusetts, with the
Ticknor Society to see his Lewis
Carroll collection. The
wrongness, he explained to the
fellowship of book lovers, was in
the well-known lyrics of the
singer-songwriter's "White
Rabbit." A retired I.B.M.
software strategist,
Tannenbaum has been
collecting and studying the
works of Carroll-Charles
Lutwidge Dodgson (1832-
1898) for more than 30 years. So
his authority has been well
earned.

Curiously, to use a favorite word
of Carroll, Tannenbaum didn't
dismiss out of hand Slick's rock-
and-roll version of Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland. On
the contrary, since he is a
completist as well as a self-
described "peripheralist," he is
also interested in anything that
merely touches on Carroll, and
that includes Slick and Jederson
Airplane, the band that featured
her song on its 1967 album
Surrealistic Pillow. That's why
Tannenbaum has a mini-
collection of Jederson Airplane
items too.

I admit that I had it all wrong
about Carroll collectors before I
had met any. I thought it would
be a simple thing to visit a few
of them, look at their Alice
books, attend the annual
meeting of the Lewis Carroll
Society of North America
(LCSNA)
(www.lewiscarroll.org), held this
year in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, and write about
their doings. But nothing is
simple once you've fallen down
the rabbit hole.

The obsessiveness of all true
collectors is a given, but the
Carrollians I met seem doubly
so, just as the object of their
adection, Carroll, was obsessive
about the things he loved.
Carrollians have counted the
puns in Alice (there are 25).
They know the number of
words it contains (26,710). And
they have studied in microscopic
detail all the rest of Carroll's
oeuvre—his books, textbooks,
pamphlets, photographs,
correspondence, diaries, favorite
magic tricks—and his life.

Tannenbaum, for one, has
literally thousands of Carroll
items, housed in a library he had
specially built onto his 18th-
century home. They include
scores of Alice translations;
numerous books about those
translations; virtually every
biography of Carroll; and
dozens of scholarly works on
Carroll, no matter how
farfetched—e.g., one that
"proves" Queen Victoria wrote
Alice, and another claiming
Carroll was Jack the Ripper.

This past president of the
LCSNA also has the Robert
Sabuda pop-up book of Alice;
cels from Disney's Alice; a script
from the 1933 Slm of Alice,
signed by the director; a large
collection of comic books with
references to Alice; Alice-
themed postage stamps and
Cinderella stamps from around
the world; two mid-20th-
century Alice-themed pinball
machines; and Alice-themed
collector plates ringing the walls.

Among rarities, he has four
volumes from Carroll's personal
library, including Wee Willie
Winkie, a trigonometry text, a
book on Euclid, and one on
logic. He also has material
relating to the real Alice—Alice
Liddell (1852-1934). One is a
very early Chinese edition of
Alice, with Alice's signature in
it. He even has two sections of
moorboards from Alice's
summer house in Wales. A
hundred were odered on eBay.
"I think I'm the only one who
bought any," the collector said
with a sheepish grin.

In his presentation to the
Ticknor Society, Tannenbaum
made it clear he understands the
problems of storage, cataloging,
and retrieval that all collectors
face. He spent a portion of the
afternoon explaining his
methods. Clearly, though, not
everyone is equipped to do what
he does. "I'm a computer guy, so
I log everything in," he said. "I
started doing that when I began
collecting Carroll in the 1980's.
I wrote my own program."

Tannenbaum not only keeps
track of his collection; he keeps
track of others' collections. For
example, with some fellow
Carollians, he documents every
Carroll-inscribed object that
comes on the market.

There's another problem for
anyone wanting to get into the
Alice game. Where do new
collectors start?

"That's a problem in the
collectibles Seld in general right
now," said Michael Patrick
Hearn. A founding member of
LCSNA, Hearn is also an expert
on L. Frank Baum (his works
include The Annotated Wizard
of Oz) as well as a children's
literature consultant for
Bonhams, Christie's, and
Sotheby's. "Certainly in the
book Seld, everything is so
highly priced. I guess if you
started [you could collect]
contemporary editions of Alice
as they come out...and there
have been some wonderful ones
and some startling ones as well.
It almost depends on what your
bank account is. If you're
looking for a '65 Alice, that
could set you back a bit."

A '65 Alice is the Srst edition,
but it gets more complicated
from there. Published in Great
Britain in 1865, the book had an
initial print run of 2000 copies,
but then was recalled after only
40 were bound because Carroll
wasn't happy with its
typography and general look.
The illustrator, John Tenniel,
also complained that his
illustrations were not being
done justice. Despite the recall,
however, it is estimated that 23
of these '65 issues escaped. They
are now held mostly in
institutional collections.
Carrollians are on the hunt for
the rest.

The rejected, unbound sheets
were sold to a U.S. publisher, D.
Appleton & Company of New
York. Appleton issued 1000
copies in 1866 with a new title
page. It is oRcially the second
issue, Srst edition. The
remaining batch of 1000
became the third issue.

On December 9, 1998,
Christie's auctioned Justin G.
Schiller's '65 Alice in New York
City, and it brought $1,542,500
(including buyer's premium). It
remains the record price for a
children's book at auction. A
couple of things make it very
special. First, it contains ten
originals of the Tenniel
drawings. Second, the copy is
annotated 104 times in purple
ink. At Srst, Schiller, in
consultation with a man he
described to me as "a great
scholar of Victorian literature,"
thought those handwritten
notes were the publisher's. As it
turned out, they were
something inSnitely better.
They were Carroll's notes, made
in preparation for an abridged
version for young children,
published in 1889 and 1890
under the title The Nursery
"Alice."

I asked Schiller his thoughts on
the fact that, 14 years later, the
price record still stands. He
replied in an e-mail: "When you
consider that my Alice contains
those drawings, including some
of his most famous images,
besides being the manuscript for
editing the original text to be an
abridged version for young children, then $1,542,500 may sound like a
lot of money, but in reality it was actually a very good 'buy.' I have full
conSdence that if the book should ever again appear for sale, the Snal
price will be considerably higher. In my opinion there is nothing
comparable. I realize this may sound pompous or egotistical, but I don't
mean it to be. Simply put, it is the most precious copy of the most
important children's book ever published."

Schiller is a book collector by avocation and a rare-book dealer by trade.
He started his business part time in 1960, when he was still in a high
school. Since 1967, when he went full time, he has been known as a
specialist in antiquarian children's books and related illustration art, but
he has also gone deeply into other areas too, including Chinese
propaganda posters. Schiller has a shop on Park Avenue in New York
City. He and Dennis David, his partner of over 31 years, have a residence
in Kingston, New York, and that's where I went to see them.

The house is a big, beautiful Queen Anne-style Victorian made of red
brick and sandstone with a wraparound porch. It was built in 1897 for a
regional-railroad man, George Coykendall. Schiller and David moved in
about 25 years ago, but when I entered their front hallway it looked to
me as if they were moving out. There were boxes and piles of stud
everywhere. They weren't going anywhere, though. Collections mow in
and mow out, Schiller explained, and in transit things often end up in the
hallway.

"We have some collections that may surprise you," he said, bringing out
to show me some ephemera pertaining to Jack Kevorkian. "There was an
auction of his estate, and I bought the lots that I felt were the most
historical and signiScant."

As for Alice, she doesn't live here anymore. "Alice is all gone," he said. (In
fact, we spent our hours together looking at other material and talking
about other things that I'll write about in the future.) I asked why he sold
his '65 Alice, along with the rest of his Carroll collection at that 1998
auction at Christie's. "Christie's approached me and said, 'We're looking
for something special to be the last major book sold on Park Avenue
before we move over to Rockefeller Center.' They were thinking of the
Alice. I said, 'You can have the Alice if you want it, but I don't want then
to be left with the rest of my collection without the best item.'"

Who bought the Alice? Surely Schiller knows. "It was purchased by one
of our clients, who said if I ever revealed their name they would never
speak to us again. The buyers had never paid more than twenty thousand
dollars, up until that time, for a rare book."

While Schiller was establishing himself as an expert in rare children's
books, he was paying minimally for items because he more or less had the
Seld to himself. "There really was no one else. In fact, many dealers
would point od to a corner where they would shove their children's
books and say, 'See if there's anything in there that you'd care for.' This
was also a time, in the late 1960's, when I'd go to England with a budget
of Sfteen hundred dollars, which also covered the bed-and-breakfasts,
and if you paid more than a pound for something, it would certainly be
an interesting book."

He said he doesn't look back, however. "I feel it has been a great privilege
to have had this so intimately a part of my life. We've met incredible
people and helped build some of the greatest collections in the country,
both public and private." He added, "I've never been involved with drugs.
During my college years, I was always getting stoned on my books. That
satisSed me."

As for getting into Carroll collectibles today, Schiller said it "all depends
on how you approach it. You could still collect, but you would do it
within your own conSnes. We know many people who collect diderent
illustrated versions of Alice, which is a relatively inexpensive way of doing
it and having a very interesting collection. It doesn't require a great deal
of money, and then you can go wherever it takes you. You create your
own niche. Even if it matches somebody else's, your collection is what
you've been lucky to Snd."

Luck certainly played a part in Schiller's life as a Carroll collector. He
bought his record-breaking Alice in 1980 for 266,200 francs ($65,000) at
Hôtel Drouot in Paris via agent John Fleming. His was the opening bid,
and no other followed it. As Schiller tells it in a book about his Alice,
published in 1990, the moment after the auctioneer recognized Fleming's
bid, he "slammed down his gavel" and said "Sni." The price was well
under one-third of Schiller's limit.

It was "almost a fairy tale come true," he wrote. Why it happened that
way isn't clear. Bidders and the auctioneer may have been feeling "a
growing desire to end and celebrate the occasion," Schiller speculated,
since it was the last lot in a 125-lot sale. In any case, he has "often
wondered if there had been any other bidders for Alice in the room that
day and also wondered what would have happened if John had not been
the Srst to raise his hand."

The reason I chose to write about Carrollians in 2012 is because for them
it was a very special year. It marked the 150th anniversary of the day, July
4, 1862, that Carroll took the real Alice and her two sisters on a rowing
expedition up the Thames and told them the wonderland story. The girls
were the daughters of Henry George Liddell, dean of Christ Church,
Oxford, where Carroll lived and taught mathematics.

Carroll often took the sisters rowing and just as often entertained them
with fantastical tales. The one about wonderland must have been among
the best because Alice repeatedly begged Carroll to write it all down. It
took him a while, but eventually he did. Interspersing it with his own
illustrations, he titled it Alice's Adventures under Ground and gave the
unique manuscript to Alice as an early Christmas gift in November
1864.

On April 3, 1928, Alice sold it at Sotheby's in London for £15,400
(about $48,000) to the legendary bibliophile and book dealer A.S.W.
Rosenbach (1876-1952), who subsequently odered it to the British
Library, which said no. At the time, it was the record price for any literary
manuscript. He later sold it for twice the auction price to Eldridge R.
Johnson (d. 1944), founder of the Victor Talking Machine Company.
The manuscript subsequently was sold again to Rosenbach on April 3-4,
1946, as part of the Johnson collection that was auctioned at Parke-
Bernet Galleries in New York City. He paid $50,000. He and other
bibliophiles, including Lessing J. Rosenwald (1891-1979), presented it to
Britain after the war, in 1948, "to a noble people who held Hitler at bay
for a long period single-handed."

The real Alice looked nothing like the wide-eyed, perpetually bewildered
blonde created by Tenniel. She was a dark-haired, dark-eyed child whose
disarmingly direct gaze Carroll, a masterful amateur photographer,
captured with his camera. Experts say some of the photographs that
Carroll took of Alice and other children are so good they alone might
have made him a reputation, even if he hadn't published a single word.

His stories, it is said, put his subjects at their ease—at a time when camera
exposures lasted nearly a minute. In his studio Carroll kept costumes that
the girls could wear, which surely increased the fun. A famous
photograph of Alice, called The Beggar-Maid, depicts her in 1858 at age
six dressed in rags, one hand on her hip, the other cupped close to her
chest, waiting for an odering.

Sometimes Carroll wanted his models to dispense with all clothing, and
his diary tells us that some did pose nude for him. He was careful about
these requests and the responsibility they entailed. In a letter to Gertrude
Thomson, another of his illustrators, he wrote, "If I had the loveliest
child in the world, to draw or photograph, and found she had a modest
shrinking (however slight, and however easily overcome) from being
taken nude, I should feel it was a solemn duty owed to God to drop the
request altogether."1

After his death, according to his wishes, the nudes were returned to their
sitters or closest relatives or destroyed. Photography historians believe
that none has survived. But other Carroll photographs, along with
miscellaneous items that had belonged to Alice, were sold at Sotheby's in
London on June 6, 2001, consigned by Alice's granddaughter Mary Jean
St. Clair.

The sale was called "Lewis Carroll's Alice: The Photographs, Books,
Papers and Personal Edects of Alice Liddell and Her Family" and
brought a total of £2,008,275 ($2,832,146, including buyers' premiums).
The items included a three-quarter-length version of The Beggar-Maid
that sold for £179,500 ($253,140), a new record for a Carroll photograph
and more than triple the low estimate of £50,000. A photographic
scrapbook containing 48 Carroll images of Alice and her sisters fetched a
below-estimate £465,500 ($656,470).

There was also a letter from Carroll to Alice, written on December 8,
1891, in which he wrote of his nostalgia for their lost friendship. Nearly
three decades earlier, in 1863, Alice's mother abruptly cut od his contact
with her daughters for reasons not made public. She burned all but 11 of
his letters to Alice. That 11 includes this one. (The others are in
institutions.) By the time this one arrived, Alice was Mrs. Reginald
Hargreaves, married with children. The letter sold for £91,250
($128,680), a new auction record for a Carroll letter.

In case you're wondering, Alice did go visit Carroll briemy on the
afternoon following her receipt of the letter. She was accompanied by
one of her sisters. According to the Sotheby's catalog, "That was the last
mention of her in his diary."

Back in Boston, I visited the home of another Carroll devotee,
Christopher Morgan. I had met him at Alan Tannenbaum's house and
again at the LCSNA meeting in Cambridge, where he gave a
presentation of Carroll's magic tricks. Carroll loved magic. Morgan,
feeling the same way, has done a good bit of research about the tricks that
Carroll performed.

"A lot of mathematicians and computer people like magic," said Morgan,
who was editor in chief of Byte magazine in the 1970's and then went to
work for software developer Lotus. "One of the common threads is
recognizing patterns and, in the case of magic, trying to get people to see
a particular pattern when it's actually not there."

Morgan shares other interests with Carroll, including photography and
puzzles. "In fact, I'm working on a book about generalists—people who
have more than one main interest. The deck is stacked against you if
you're a generalist today," he said. "The natural philosophers of the
nineteenth century would be interested in multiple topics. They didn't
have the same kind of boundaries that we have. Carroll was like that."

So was Martin Gardner (1914-2010), who published The Annotated
Alice in 1960. For decades now, that volume has introduced people to
Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and its sequel, Through the
Looking Glass. What Gardner saw and showed countless others was that
the Alice books today make a much more rewarding reading experience
for adults than children, especially if you understand the allusions.

"[The books are] aimed not at children at all but at adults who love
paradox and logic and language," said Morgan. Victorian children may
have easily grasped the humor of the puns and parodies, but it took
Gardner to explain them to later generations.

"What comes through loud and clear in The Annotated Alice is Carroll's
wonderful, whimsical, sly sense of humor," said Morgan. "The Alice
books are a combination of droll wit and darkness. Even the illustrations,
they're not lighthearted; they're kind of sinister. In fact, all of the adults
Alice meets are crazy. They're nuts. They're insane—the Queen of
Hearts, the Mad Hatter—or else they're dysfunctional. What the Alice
books are really about is how a child can make his or her way in the world
despite all that insanity. And Alice triumphs. In Through the Looking
Glass she becomes Queen."

In 2015, the 150th anniversary of the publication of the '65 Alice, there
are much bigger events planned than those that marked the 150th
anniversary of the 1862 outing on the Thames. Tannenbaum, for one, is
engaged in a project he hopes to be ready for the occasion—the
documentation of all 119 Alice translations. There are 150 people
working on it with him. He's also co-curating an exhibition at the Grolier
Club Library in New York City. For more information when it becomes
available, see the Web site (www.grolierclub.org).

At Harvard's Houghton Library, Heather Cole, assistant curator of
modern books and manuscripts, is curating a major exhibition on Alice,
due to open in the summer of 2015. It will include original pencil
drawings by Tenniel, photographs by Carroll of Alice, a variety of
editions of Alice in a number of languages and formats, and material
showing the vast cultural impact the book has had, including commercial
soaps from the 1930's in the shapes of characters from the book. The
exhibition will be free and open to the public. For more information,
phone (617) 495-2449 or e-mail <Houghton_modern@ harvard.edu>.

In the meantime, on January 16, 2013, in Boston, Morgan will once
again perform a selection of Carroll's magic tricks. As of this writing, the
venue hadn't yet been chosen. For more information, contact the
sponsoring organizing, the Ticknor Society (www.ticknor.org).

FootnoteFootnoteFootnoteFootnote

1. Quoted in Helmut Gernsheim's Lewis Carroll: Photographer (New
York: Chanticleer Press, Inc., 1950), p. 21. Also in Martin Gardner's
introduction to The Annotated Alice (New York: Bramhall House,
1960), p. 11.
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